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Let S be a compact semigroup, i. e. a compact Hausdorff space with a jointly 
continuous binary operation (multiplication) under which it forms a semigroup. 
A probability measure on S is a real-valued, non-negative, countably additive, 
regular set function /x defined on the Borel subsets of S such that fi(S) = 1. The total-
ity of all such measures will be denoted by Wl(S). 
Let w(S) be the Banach space of real continuous functions on S. Recall the 1 — 1 
correspondence between the measure \i e $Jl(S) and the continuous linear functionals 
<P on o(S) with the properties / = 0 => <P(f) _ 0 and $(1) = 1 that is given by the 
relation 4>(f) = jf(x) dfi(x). 
We may (and we shall) consider 5D?(S) embedded in co(S)* (the first conjugate 
space of co(S)) and we regard also S as embedded (in an obvious way) in 3D?(S). 
We give co(S)* the weak*-topology (so that jna -> JX means $fdfia(x) -> jfdfi(x) 
forfe co(S)) and define the product fiv by means of jf(x) d(piv) (x) = JJY(yz) d/*(y) -
. dv(z), / e co(S). The set SD?(S) becomes a compact semigroup. 
If for fi e Wl(S) C(fi) denotes the support of //, it is known that C(piv) = C(fi) . 
• C(v). 
In the last years the structure of 9}?(S) has been studied by several authors, in 
particular by H. H. Bopo6i>eB [9], J. G. WENDEL [10], E. HEWITT-H. S. ZUCKERMAN 
[2], B. M. KJIOCC [3], I. GLICKSBERG [7], K. STROMBERG [8]. But these authors consider 
only the case of groups and abelian semigroups. The essential novelty of our contri-
bution is that we are going beyond the restriction of commutativity even in the non-
group case (for S). We give here some results, the detailed proofs of which will be 
published in the Czechoslovak Mathematical Journal ([6] and [7]). 
1. The first problem is to identify the idempotents e SD?(S). 
A subset L of any semigroup Tis called a left ideal of Tif TLc L holds. Right 
and two-sided ideals are defined analogously. A semigroup T is called simple (more 
precisely simple without zero) if it does not contain a two-sided ideal 4= T. If T is 
a compact simple semigroup it is known that T contains minimal left and right ideals. 
In fact T = UjRa = \JLp, where Ra[Lp] runs through all (disjoint) minimal right 
a p 
[left] ideals of T. Also Ran Lp = RaLp -= GaP is a closed (compact) group and Tcan 
20* 
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be written as a union of closed (hence compact) topologically isomorphic groups: 
T=\J\JGaf. 
a p 
Let now be e an idempotent e 9J?(S). E. M. KJIOCC [3] proved that C(e) is a closed 
(hence compact) simple subsemigroup of S. 
In what follows we shall suppose that S contains only a finite number of idempot-
ents though some of the results are valid under more general suppositions or even 
without any assumption of this kind. 
s r 
If e is an idempotent e Wl(S) and C(e) = U U Gap is the group-decomposition of 
a=ip=l 
C(e), it can be proved that s restricted to Gafi is an invariant measure on GaP. This 
implies: If fiafi is the normalized Haar measure on Ga/? (exten4ed in an obvious way to 
s r s 
S) then s = ]T £ Zoflpf*ap> £«>fy being positive numbers satisfying the relation ]T £a = 
a = l / J = l a = l 
= ! » . , = -• 
fl=l 
s r 
Conversely, if H = (J (J GaP is any closed simple subsemigroup of S, there exists 
a = l p = i 
at least one idempotent having H for its support and every idempotent e$Jl(S) with 
s r s r 
the support H is of the form £ £ ZalpVap, where £ fa = £ ^ = 1, ^ > 0. 
a = 1 0 = l a = l 0 = 1 
The study of the idempotents e 9J?(S) is simplified by the fact that the location of 
all simple subsemigroups of S can be clarified to some extent and we may restrict 
the attention to the "maximal simple subsemigroups of S" (which in general need not 
have an empty intersection). A useful lemma is the following statement: Every closed 
subsemigroup of a compact simple semigroup (without zero) is itself simple (see [5]). 
2. In some problems (see f. i. [4]) the primitive idempotents e9J?(S) are of deci-
sive importance. An idempotent f of any semigroup Tis said to be primitive if there 
does not exist an idempotent ee T, e #= f, such thatfe = ef = e holds. The following 
results clarify the structure of the set of all primitive idempotents e 5J?(S). 
Denote by N the kernel of S (i. e. the minimal two-sided ideal of S) and by 91 the 
s r 
kernel of 9JJ(S). If N = U U Gap is the group-decomposition of N, then all primitive 
a=ip=i 
s r 
idempotents e 9J?(S) are given by the expression £ £ ^Jlpf1^ where £e, f]p are non-
a = l p = i 
s r 
negative numbers satisfying£ £a = £ rjp = 1. The kernel 91 is identical with the set of 
t a = l p=l 
all primitive idempotents GWI(S). Consider finally the set X of all (s -+- r)-tuples of 
s r 
non-negative real numbers (fj, ..., £s, r\u ..., r\r) with £ £a = £ r\p == 1 and define 
a = l 0 = 1 
in X'a.multiplication o by (-
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{^,...,Cn\,...,n'r)o{^...,Cs,n'[,..-,n'r)-{^,...,Cr\'i...,n:). 
Then 91 is isomorphic with %. 
3. Another important problem is to identify the maximal groups contained in 
m(s). 
s r 
Let e = £ Y, £a*?/̂ a/j (with fixed chosen fa, rfy) be an idempotent e Wl(S) and 
a = l 0 = 1 
@(e) the (uniquely determined) maximal group of Wl(S) containing e as its unity 
element. Denote C(e) = H. There exists always a uniquely determined maximal 
simple subsemigroup H' => H of S containing exactly the same idempotents as H. 
Construct the double coset decomposition 
H' = HKjHaHuHbHu ... , (a, b, ...eH') 
s r s r 
with disjoint summands. This is possible (see [5]). If H = U U GaP, H' = \J \J G'aP, 
a = l 0 = 1 a = l 0 = 1 
Ga0 ^ Ga/?, there exists also a decomposition of each Ga/? of the form 
GaP = GaP u GapaGafi u Ga/,bGa/? u ... 
(In fact HaH n Ga/? = GaPaGap.) With these notations the following results hold: 
a) If ft E &(s), we have C(JJ) = HaH with a suitably chosen a e H'. 
b) There is a unique element ju e @(s) with C(/j) = HaH and // is exactly the 
s r 
element /* = £ £ £afy*«/h w h e r e Ta* = A^AW-
a = l 0 = 1 
c) A class HaH is the support of an element e @(e) if and only if GapaGaP is con-
tained in the normalizer G ^ of Gafi in Ga/?. (If the last statement holds for one couple 
(a, /?), then it holds for all couples (o, Q), O = 1, ..., s; Q = 1, ..., r.) 
d) The group &(s) is algebraically isomorphic to the quotient group Gffl/G^. 
4. The following limit theorems are consequences of the results stated above: 
Consider the sequence {ji, pt2, JJ3, . . . } . If lim fin exists, it is equal to the unique 
n = oo 
idempotent s contained in the closure of {JI, \i2, L/3, . . . } . This is the case if and only 
if JIB = E/X = s. 
A rather algebraic characterisation of the existence of the limit considered is the 
fulfilment of the relation H C(ji) H = H, where H = C(e). 
The next result holds even without the assumption concerning the finiteness of 
the number of idempotents e S. Consider the sequence on = \jn (fx + fi
2 + ... + / / ) , 
n = 1, 2, 3, ... Then lim on exists always and it is equal to an idempotent o e Wl(S). 
n= oo 
If P is the closure of the algebraic semigroup generated by C(p) and J is the minimal 
two-sided ideal of P, then we have C(o) = J. 
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